ABSTRACT In this paper, battery energy storage systems (BESSs) are integrated into wind farms (WFs) to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. This paper presents a formulation to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS, with the objective of minimizing the energy of the fluctuating component extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF. The optimal operation schedule of the BESS is utilized to generate the charging/discharging instructions for the BESS to enhance the performances on mitigating the wind power fluctuations. Without proper control, the BESS switches between the charging and discharging states frequently and, thus, degrading batteries significantly, which results in a high operation cost of the BESS. To address this issue, the BESS is divided into two parts, which implement charging and discharging instructions, respectively. Sequential Monte Carlo simulation is applied to simulate the operation of the BESS-integrated WF on a typical day and the simulation results are used to evaluate the technical and economic performances on mitigating the fluctuations. The simulation results validate that the solution can mitigate the output power fluctuations with better performance and a less operation cost than the existing solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a mature technology, wind generation achieves dramatic progress throughout the world due to energy crisis and environmental issues [1] . Different from conventional generators, the output power of wind farms (WFs) fluctuates inherently because of volatile wind conditions, wind shear and tower shadow [2] . When wind generation penetration is significant in electric power systems, the wind power fluctuations pose great challenges on system operation in many aspects, such as deteriorating power qualities [3] , frequency excursions that subsequently increase an extra burden for frequency
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regulations [4] , [5] , leading to serious forced oscillations [6] , and so on. Therefore, it is desirable to mitigate the wind power fluctuations so that WFs can become not only eco-friendly but also grid-friendly.
Thus far, researchers investigate the fluctuating characteristics of wind power from various perspectives [7] - [11] . In [7] , probabilistic characteristics of the fluctuating component extracted from wind power by means of rolling average method are investigated. In [8] , the fluctuation of wind power is quantified in the context of frequency controls in power systems. References [9] and [10] indicate that output power fluctuation at the point of common coupling (PCC) of a WF is insignificant compared with that of a single wind turbine generator (WTG) because of geographical smoothing effects.
Authors of [11] conclude that WF layout affects geographical smoothing effects and thereby has significant impacts on the output power fluctuation at the PCC of a WF. Researches in [7] - [11] can provide support in theory on designing a strategy to mitigate the wind power fluctuations.
One type of methods for mitigating the wind power fluctuations is to exploit the flexibility from WTGs. In [12] - [14] , solutions based on pitch angle control and/or control of converters are developed to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. In [15] , a hierarchical manner that coordinates dc-link voltage control, rotor speed control, and pitch angle control is developed to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. These solutions have an advantage of implementation simplicity because they do not require any additional devices. However, they cannot consider the geographical smoothing effects pertaining to WFs and may cause individual WTG to deviate from the maximum power tracking point and thus compromising the revenue.
In recent years, battery energy storage technologies achieve significant progress [16] , which provides another type of methods to mitigate the wind power fluctuations because battery energy storage systems (BESSs) can respond quickly as required. In [17] - [21] , the BESS is employed to mitigate the wind power fluctuations, which is integrated either at the PCC of WF as a BESS-integrated WF or at other point as an independent BESS. In [17] , a washout filter-based scheme is developed for the BESS-integrated WF to mitigate the wind power fluctuations, while ensuring state of charge (SOC) of the BESS within a proper range. Reference [18] presents a coordinated control scheme for the BESS-integrated WF to mitigate the output power fluctuations. This scheme extends BESS lifetime by avoiding extreme value of SOC. In [19] , a fuzzy-based strategy is designed for the independent BESS to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. However, [17] - [19] do not consider fully how to enhance performances on mitigating the fluctuations in designing operation strategies of the BESS.
In this paper, the BESS is integrated at the PCC of a WF to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. To bridge the gap aforementioned above, a BESS operation schedule optimization model (BOSOM) is proposed, which minimizes the energy of the fluctuating component extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF. On the basis of the updated short-term wind power forecast, the BOSOM is solved every few minutes on a rolling basis to yield an optimal operation schedule for the BESS. The optimal operation schedule of the BESS is utilized to generate the charging/discharging instructions for the BESS, enhancing performances on mitigating the wind power fluctuations.
The BESS will exchange its charging/discharging state frequently in the context of mitigating the wind power fluctuations, which results in a significant battery degradation. The operation cost of the BESS mainly results from the battery degradation, so it can be estimated according to the battery degradation consumed for mitigating the wind power fluctuations [22] . Up to now, batteries are still rather expensive.
It is thereby desirable to decrease the battery degradation and the resulted operation cost when the BESS is utilized to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. Reference [20] develops a hybrid energy storage system as the combination of the superconducting energy storage and the BESS to mitigate the wind power fluctuations. The superconducting energy storage is controlled to prevent the BESS from frequent switches between charging and discharging states, thus delaying the battery degradation significantly. In this case, the operation cost of the BESS can be reduced because it mainly results from the battery degradation. In [21] , a similar hybrid energy storage system is developed, in which the ultra-capacitor and the BESS are respectively to mitigate short-term and long-term wind power fluctuations. The operation cost of the BESS resulted from the battery degradation can be reduced significantly because the BESS is only used to mitigate long-term wind power fluctuations. However, solutions developed in [20] and [21] require more additional devices and more complex control strategies.
To address the issue aforementioned above, the BESS deployed for mitigating the wind power fluctuations is divided into two separate parts in this paper. Two parts of the BESS are controlled in opposite charging/discharging state to implement charging and discharging instructions respectively. In operations, two parts of the BESS exchange their charging/discharging states simultaneously if any part of the BESS is fully discharged or discharged. In this strategy, battery degradation can be relieved and the operation cost of the BESS can consequently be reduced because frequent state exchanges between charging and discharging are avoided.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the topology of the BESS-integrated WF and the method of extracting the fluctuating component from output power of the BESS-integrated WF. Section III is devoted to introduce a new solution that can enhance performances on mitigating the fluctuations while reducing the operation cost of the BESS. In Section IV, Sequential Monte Carlo simulation (SMCS) is used to simulate the operation of the BESS-integrated WF. Based on the simulation results, the technical and economic performances on mitigating the fluctuations are quantified in terms of three specially designed indices. Simulation based on a real WF is carried out in Section V to validate the solution proposed in this paper. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. INTRODUCTIONS OF THE BESS-INTEGRATED WF A. TOPOLOGY OF THE BESS-INTEGRATED WF
In this paper, the BESS is integrated at the PCC of a WF to mitigate the wind power fluctuations, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is noted in Fig.1 that the BESS is divided into two parts, which are integrated separately through a special DC/AC power converter. The reasons for adoption of this topology to constitute the BESS-integrated WF will be explained in Section III.C. In Fig.1 , P w,t is an output power of the WF at minute t, which is the total output power of all WTGs operated in the WF, P b,t is a charging/discharging power of the BESS at minute t, which is a sum of charging/discharging power of BESSs I and II, denoted here respectively as P bI,t and P bII,t . If BESS I/II delivers stored energy to grids, the value of P bI,t /P bII,t is positive, while negative when BESS I/II is absorbing energy from grids. P w−B,t is an output power of the BESS-integrated WF at minute t, which is a sum of the wind power and the BESS charging/discharging power and can be expressed as
B. EXTRACTIONS OF THE FLUCTUATIONS FROM THE OUTPUT POWER OF THE BESS-INTEGRATED WF
The rolling average method is originally designed to separate regulation and load-following components from power load series [23] . In [7] , it is extended to extract the fluctuating component from wind power series. In this paper, it is adopted to decompose the output power of the BESS-integrated WF into two parts: a fluctuating component and a continuous component. The fluctuating component extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF can be expressed as
In (2), P m,t is the fluctuating component at minute t, N is a preassigned length of rolling-average time in minutes. The summing part of (2) is an average output power of the BESS-integrated WF from minutes t-N /2+1 to t + N /2, which is the continuous component at minute t. The length of rolling-average time is a crucial parameter when extracting the fluctuating component from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF, which depends on control area and should be chosen carefully. If the length of rolling-average time is too short, the fluctuations will show up in the continuous components, on the contrary, long-term trends will appear in the fluctuations. In this paper, the length of rolling-average time is set to be 30 minutes as did in [7] and [24] .
III. SOULUTIONS OF MITIGATION THE FLUCTUATIONS BY THE BESS
For the BESS-integrated WF illustrated in Fig.1 , the output power fluctuations can be mitigated by adjusting charging/discharging power of the BESS. A new solution is developed to mitigate the output power fluctuations with a better performance and a less operation cost than existing solutions, which is briefly illustrated in Fig. 2 . To enhance performance on mitigating the fluctuations, the BOSOM is solved every few minutes to optimize operation schedule of the BESS for an upcoming period on the basis of historical wind power, historical BESS charging/discharging power and predicted wind power. The charging/discharging instructions can then be generated by power control systems (PCS) of the BESS according to the optimal operation schedule of the BESS, real wind power and predicted wind power. Next, two parts of the BESS implement the charging and discharging instructions respectively to avoid frequent switches between charging and discharging states, thus reducing the operation cost of the BESS resulted from the battery degradation. The solution for mitigating the wind power fluctuations will be detailed below.
A. BESS OPERATION SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION MODEL (BOSOM)
Equation (2) depicts that the fluctuating component at minute t is jointly determined by charging/discharging power of the BESS from minutes t-N /2+1 to t + N /2 rather than only determined by charging/discharging power of the BESS at present minute. It can also be concluded from (2) that charging/discharge power of the BESS at minute t affects the fluctuations from minutes t-N /2 to t +N /2+1 simultaneously. Under this condition, if charging/discharging power of the BESS is optimized only aiming to minimize the fluctuating component at present minute, the fluctuations at other minutes might conversely become more serious. And therefore, the BOSOM which minimizes the energy of the fluctuating component during a preassigned time period is presented in this paper to optimize operation schedule of the BESS.
The minimization objective of the BOSOM is expressed as
where, P m,t+j is the fluctuating component at minute t + j, E h,t is the energy of the fluctuating component from minutes t to t + M -1. The period from minutes t to t + M -1 is a preassigned time period when optimizing operation schedule of the BESS at minute t-1. Parameter M has direct impacts on optimal operation schedules of the BESS and should be carefully selected by operators. For a clear description, the minimization objective E h,t is expressed in an abstract form, illustrated as below.
In (4), variable k indexes future minutes and varies from 0 to M +N /2-1. P b,t+k denotes charging/discharging power of the BESS from minutes t to t +M +N /2-1, which are decision variables of the BOSOM. P fw,t+k denotes predicted wind power from minutes t to t + M + N /2-1, which can be provided by wind power prediction systems (WPPS) according to historical wind power and other information. It is obvious that predicted wind power is prerequisite when optimizing the operation schedules of the BESS. Variable l indexes past minutes and varies from −N /2+1 to −1. P w,t+l and P b,t+l are respectively historical wind power and charging/discharging power of the BESS from minutes t-N /2+1 to t − 1, which provide necessary data for the BOSOM.
Constraints of the BOSOM are listed as follow.
1) CONSTRAINT ON CHARGING/DISCHARGING RATES
Excessive charging/discharging rates of the BESS damage batteries significantly. Therefore, charging/discharging rates of the BESS are bounded in the BOSOM, illustrated as (5).
In operation, BESSs I and II are controlled in opposite charging/discharging states and implement charging and discharging instructions respectively. If a charging instruction is generated, a part of the BESS that is in charging state responds it immediately, in contrast, another part of the BESS is idle at this moment because it is in discharging state. If a discharging instruction is generated, similar situation occurs. It can be deduced that only one part of the BESS will be in operations no matter what charging/discharging instructions are generated. Therefore, E c in (5) is set to be the capacity of BESS I/II rather than the capacity of whole BESS. P chm and P dism are respectively maximum charging and discharging rate of the BESS with unit capacity (i.e., 1 MWh), which mainly depend on the battery characteristics.
2) CONSTRAINT ON STATE OF CHARGE
The BESS will suffer significant lifetime deterioration if being over charged or discharged. For this reason, the SOC of the BESS is required to be stay with a preassigned range, illustrated as below.
In (6), V maxs and V mins are respectively maximum and minimum values of the SOC, which mainly depend on types of batteries. V soc,t is in fact a fictitious SOC at the end of minute t because two parts of the BESS implement charging and discharging instructions respectively, which can be calculated by
In (7), η ch and η dis are respectively charging and discharging efficiency coefficients of the BESS, which mainly depend on the type of batteries.
B. CHARGING/DISCHARGING INSTRUCTIONS OF THE BESS
The BOSOM described above is a non-convex optimization problem because the objective function illustrated as (3) is an accumulation of absolute values. This type of optimization problem can easily be transformed into a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem by introducing binary variables, which can directly be solved by CPLEX solver in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) environment [25] .
On the basis of historical wind power and charging/discharging power of the BESS, the BOSOM is solved every M minutes in a rolling way according to updated short-term predicted wind power. In practice, short-term predicted wind power is updated to give more accurate results every several minutes. In order to utilize latest short-term predicted wind power, solution of the BOSOM should keep path with the update of short-term predicted wind power. That is to say, parameter M can be determined according to update frequency of short-term predicted wind power. For example, if short-term predicted wind power is updated every 30 minutes, the BOSOM is also solved every 30 minutes, i.e., the value of parameter M is set to be 30.
If the BOSOM is solved at minute t-1, it can give the optimal operation schedule of the BESS from minutes t to t + M + N /2-1. However, only part of the operation schedule that is from minutes t to t + M -1 is transferred to the PCS of the BESS for generating charging/discharging instructions of the BESS. As for the operation schedule from minutes t + M to t + M + N /2-1, it is given in next solution of the BOSOM that is scheduled at minute t + M -1.
Based on the optimal operation schedule of the BESS, the PCS of the BESS can generate charging/discharging instructions for the BESS. If wind power can be predicted perfectly, desired performance on mitigating the fluctuations can be achieved as long as the BESS operates as the operation schedule optimized by the BOSOM. Although engineers took great efforts to improve predicting technologies [26] , it is VOLUME 7, 2019 still impossible to predict wind power accurately even the predicting lead time is short. Under this condition, the BESS should not only follow the operation schedule optimized by the BOSOM but also compensate random power mismatches between predicted wind power and real wind power. At minute t, the charging/discharging instruction of the BESS denoted here as P db,t can be calculated as P db,t = P sb,t + P fw,t − P w,t (8) where, P sb,t is a charging/discharging rate fixed in the operation schedule; P fw,t − P w,t is a random power mismatch between real wind power and predicted wind power at minute t. If the parameter M is not determined according to update frequency of short-term predicted wind power, the latest short-term predicted wind power (i.e., most accurate short-term predicted wind power) cannot be utilized by the BOSOM to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS. In this case, charging/discharging power of the BESS required to compensate power mismatches between predicted wind power and real wind power increases, thus accelerating the battery degradation.
C. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE CHARGING/DISCHARGING INSTRUCTION BY TWO PARTS OF THE BESS
A part of the operation schedule of the BESS optimized by the BOSOM is illustrated in Fig. 3 , in which the BESS switches 5 times between charging and discharging states during 4 hours. The switching times of the BESS between charging and discharging states cannot be predetermined in the BOSOM, in contrast, they are counted according to the operation schedule of the BESS optimized by the BOSOM. It is emphasized that this operation schedule is optimized by solving the BOSOM several times rather than only one time. For example, if length of the studied horizon is set to be 30 minutes (i.e., the value of parameter M is set to be 30), this operation schedule is optimized by solving the BOSOM 8 times. It can be found from (4) that the BOSOM is devoted to enhance performances on mitigating the wind power fluctuations as far as possible by optimizing the operation schedule of the BESS. However, the operation cost of the BESS is not considered in this process. As a result, the BESS might switch between charging and discharging states frequently when operating as the optimal operation schedule, thus increasing the operation cost of the BESS. For example, the BESS switches 5 times between charging and discharging states during 4 hours, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . More seriously for the BESS, it could switch its state more times in operation, because it not only follows the optimal operation schedule but also compensates random predicted errors on wind power to achieve desired performances on mitigating the fluctuations. Frequent switches of the BESS between charging and discharging states degrade batteries significantly, thus resulting in a high operation cost of the BESS.
To address the issue described above, the BESS is divided into two parts with identical characteristic and capacity, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In operations, two parts of the BESS are controlled at opposite charging/discharging states and implement charging and discharging instructions respectively. In other words, one part of the BESS in state of charging implements charging instructions, in contrast, another part of the BESS is in discharging state and meets discharging requirements. Under this condition, the capacity requirement and resulting investment cost of the BESS are all double if rated charging/discharging power of the BESS remains unchanged. Fortunately, switches of the BESS between charging and discharging states can be reduced significantly, thus delaying the battery degradation. The operation cost of the BESS mainly results from the battery degradation, therefore, the strategy proposed in this paper might save the operation cost of the BESS even if the investment cost of the BESS is double.
For convenience of descriptions, BESS I is assumed to be at charging state at minute t. Meanwhile, BESS II is in state of discharging according to the operation strategy designed for the BESS. At minute t, if a charging instruction is generated by the PCS of the BESS (i.e., the value of P db,t is negative), BESS I should implement it immediately as it is just in charging state. On the contrary, BESS II in state of discharging will stand by and get ready to respond the discharging instruction possibly generated in next minute. However, BESS I might not meet the charging requirement entirely because it must avoid damages resulted from excessive charging rate and overcharging. At this time, the charging power of BESS I can be determined as below.
In (9), P cmaxI,t is a maximum charging rate that BESS I can provide at minute t, which depends on not only technical characteristics of batteries but also the SOC of BESS I at the end of previous minute, and can be calculated as (10) where V socI,t−1 is the SOC of BESS I at the end of minute t-1, the first item in the bracket limits charging rate to avoid damages from excessive charging rates, and the second item in the bracket prevents overcharging to deteriorate batteries. At the end of minute t, the SOC of BESS II remains unchanged because BESS II is idle at present minute, while the SOC of BESS I is updated as
where V socI,t is the SOC of BESS I at the end of minute t. In contrast, BESS II being in discharging state will respond immediately provided the PCS of the BESS gives a discharging instruction at minute t, i.e., the value of P db,t is greater than zero. Excessive discharge rates and over discharging damage batteries, so BESS II might not meet discharging requirement entirely. At present minute, the discharging power of BESS II can be determined as below.
In (12), P dmaxII,t is a maximum discharging rate that BESS II can provide at minute t, which depends on technical characteristics of batteries as well as the SOC of BESS II at the end of previous minute, and can be calculated as (13) where V socII,t−1 is the SOC of BESS II at the end of minute t-1, the first item in the bracket bounds discharging rate to prevent excessive discharging rates to deteriorate batteries, and the second item in the bracket is employed to avoid over discharging because it can also damage batteries. At the end of present minute, the SOC of BESS I remains unchanged because BESS I is idle at present minute, while the SOC of BESS II is updated by
where V socII,t is the SOC of BESS II at the end of minute t. From (9)- (14) , it can be concluded that it is necessary to ensure that two parts of the BESS have identical characteristics and capacities. If not, the maximum charging/discharging rate that the BESS can provide and real charging/discharging power of the BESS depend on which part of the BESS is in charging/discharging state, thus possibly degrading performances on mitigating the wind power fluctuations.
At the end of minute t, if any part of the BESS is fully charged or discharged, its state must be changed immediately to avoid damages from over charging or discharging. As for another part of the BESS, it also changes its state simultaneously no matter what its SOC, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . If that is the case, two parts of the BESS can be guaranteed to stay in different charging/discharging states at any time. For example, BESS I is in discharging state from minute t 1 to t 2 , while BESS II is in charging state during this period. Under this condition, the BESS has potential to respond any power instructions generated by the PCS of the BESS. However, the BESS cannot always execute the power instructions completely because the charging/discharging power of the BESS is limited by rated charging/discharging rate and maximum/minimum value of the SOC (i.e., maximum/minimum energy that the BESS can store). For example, if the PCS of the BESS gives a charging instruction at minute t 1 , BESS I responds it immediately because it is just in charging state. However, BESS I is not capable of executing it completely when the amplitude of the charging instruction is too large, because the charging power that BESS I can provide at minute t 1 is limited by rated charging rate and maximum value of the SOC.
In Fig. 4 , BESS I is fully charged at the end of minute t 1 , i.e., its SOC arrives the maximum value V maxs . At this moment, it must be changed to discharging state immediately to prevent over charging. Meanwhile, BESS II is changed from discharging state to charging state simultaneously although it does not discharge fully. At the end of minute t 2 , BESS II is fully charged and consequently changes to discharging state. At this moment, BESS I is changed from discharging state to charging state along with BESS II to ensure that two parts of the BESS always stay in opposite charging/discharging state. The strategy described above can reduce the switches between charging and discharging states of the BESS, in which reduction of the switches between charging and discharging is not related to depth of charge/discharge directly but related to maximum and minimum SOC of the BESS.
IV. ASSESSMENTS OF PERFORMANCES ON MITIGATING THE FLUCTUATIONS BASED ON SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS A. INDICES
In this paper, two indices are specifically designed to quantify technical performances on mitigating the fluctuations respectively from two aspects: one is from the fluctuating energy and the other is from the fluctuating power amplitude. These two indices are respectively a percentage of mitigated fluctuating energy (PMFE) and a probability of fluctuation exceeding a threshold (PFET).
The index PMFE quantifies the energy of the fluctuating component that has be mitigated by the BESS on a dispatching day in terms of percentage, which can be calculated as 
In (15), V PMFE is a value of the index PMFE; P wm,t is a fluctuating component at minute t extracted from the wind power, which can be calculated by (2) provided P b,t is set to be zero. It is obvious that the denominator of (15) is the energy of the fluctuating component extracted from the wind VOLUME 7, 2019 power on the dispatching day, which provides a benchmark to calculate the index PMFE.
The index PFET gives an occurrence probability of the event that the amplitude of the fluctuating component exceeds a predefined threshold on a dispatching day, which can be calculated as
In (16), V PFET is a value of the index PFET; P r {} is an occurrence probability of the event given in the bracket; P thr is a predetermined threshold of the fluctuating power.
At present, the batteries are still rather expensive, which makes it necessary to evaluate the operation cost of the BESS. An index entitled as expected operation cost of the BESS (EOCB) is designed to quantify the operation cost of the BESS consumed for mitigating the fluctuations. In [22] , BESS is adopted to ensure that WF can trace the desired generation schedules and the operation cost of the BESS is calculated according to the battery degradation. In this paper, the operation cost of the BESS is also calculated as the method proposed in [22] , which can be expressed as
In (17), V EOCB is a value of the index EOCB; n total is the number of charge-discharge cycles the BESS can undertake over its useful lifetime, which mainly depend on types of batteries; n 1 /n 2 is the number of charge-discharge cycles BESS I/II undertaken over a dispatching day; V invest is an investment cost of the BESS with unit capacity.
B. THE OPERATION SIMULATION OF THE BESS-INTEGRATED WF
The fluctuating component at minute t is jointly determined by charging/discharging power of the BESS from minutes t-N /2+1 to t + N /2, as illustrated in (2) . On the other hand, charging/discharging power of the BESS at minute t affects the fluctuations not only at minute t but also from minutes t-N /2 to t + N /2+1. In addition, maximum available charging/discharging rate provided by the BESS at minute t depends on the SOC at the end of previous minute, as illustrated in (10) and (13). As mentioned above, the operation of the BESS-integrated WF is of significant chronological character, which must be considered in the operation simulation. In addition, wind power forecast errors affect the operation of the BESS-integrated WF significantly, which must also be included in the operation simulation.
In this paper, SMCS is employed to simulate the operation of the BESS-integrated WF on a preassigned dispatching day, because it can not only consider random forecast errors on wind power but also easily model chronological characteristics [27] . Simulation steps are detailed as follows,
Step 0: The index of simulation, denoted here as m is initialized to be 1. Indices PMFE, PFET and EOCB are initialized to be zero.
Step 1: The index of minute is set to be zero, i.e., let t = 0. BESSs I and II are initialized to be at charging and discharging states respectively, and the SOC of them are initialized to be V mins and V maxs respectively. On the basis of historical wind power, historical charging/discharging power of the BESS and predicted wind power, the BOSOM is solved by CPLEX solver in GAMS environment to obtain the operation schedule of the BESS from minutes 1 to M . It is pointed out that the BOSOM will be solved every M minutes to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS for upcoming M minutes, i.e., it will be repeatedly solved at minute M , minute 2M , . . . , and minute ([1440/M ]−1)M .
Step 2: let t = t+1. Real wind power at minute t is assumed to obey a normal distribution in this paper. Under this assumption, randomly generate a wind power at minute t by P w,t = P fw,t + σ t −2 log c 1 cos 2π c 2 (18) where σ t is a standard deviation of the normal distribution describing random character of the wind power; c 1 and c 2 are two uniformly-distributed random number in [0, 1], which are utilized to generate a random number that obeys standardized normal distribution by means of Box-Muller.
Step 3: Generate a charging/discharging instruction at minute t for the BESS according to (8) and subsequently calculate charging/discharging rates of BESSs I and II respectively by (9) and (12) .
Step 4: Calculate the SOC of BESSs I and II at the end of minute t respectively by (11) and (14) . If any part of the BESS charges or discharges fully (i.e., its SOC arrives V maxs or V mins ), BESSs I and II switch their charging/discharging states immediately. The BOSOM is solved to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS during upcoming M minutes if minute index t arrives at M , 2M , . . . , and ([1440/M ]− 1)M .
Step 5: Repeat steps 2-4 until the dispatching day is entirely covered and subsequently calculate indices PMFE, PFET and EOCB with respect to present simulation according to (15) , (16) and (17), denoted here as V PMFE,m , V PFET,m and V EOCB,m respectively. And then update indices PMFE, PFET and EOCB respectively as
where n max is a predetermined maximum simulation time, which should be large enough to guarantee the coefficient of variation is less than the specified tolerance error.
Step 6: Let m = m+1 and repeat steps 1-5 until the maximum simulation time is arrived.
V. CASE STUDY
A WF with a capacity of 575 MW is selected as a case WF in this paper. Some simulations will be executed based on a typical dispatching day of the case WF to validate the solutions designed for mitigating the wind power fluctuations. The typical dispatching day is selected from 2017 and the 94078 VOLUME 7, 2019 wind power fluctuating characteristics on which are of universality not only from the aspect of fluctuating energy but also from the aspect of fluctuating power amplitudes.
A. PARAMETERS OF THE CASE
Wind power of the case WF on the dispatching day is illustrated in Fig. 5, total energy of which is 3416 .84 MWh. The fluctuating and continuous components extracted from the wind power are respectively given in Fig. 6 with different colors. The energy of the fluctuating component illustrated in Fig. 6 is 149 .303 MWh, which accounts for 4.37% of the total energy and provides a benchmark to calculate the index PMFE. On the dispatching day, probabilities of the events that the amplitude of the fluctuating component exceeds a series of thresholds are illustrated in Fig. 7 , which are values of the index PFET with respect to these thresholds. To mitigate the wind power fluctuations, a BESS with a capacity of 200 MWh is integrated at the PCC of the case WF as the topology illustrated in Fig.1, i. e., the capacities of BESSs I and II are all 100 MWh. Technical and economic parameters of the BESS with unit capacity (i.e., 1 MWh) are illustrated in Table 1 [22] .
The standard deviation of the normal distribution describing random character of wind power is set to be 2 percent of predicted wind power. When simulating the operation of the BESS-integrated WF by the SMCS, simulation times are set to be 10 6 for achieving adequately accurate results. In the case WF, short-term predicted wind power is updated every 30 minutes, so the value of parameter M is set to be 30 accordingly.
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BESS OPERATION SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION MODLE
In this paper, the BOSOM optimizes the operation schedule of the BESS every M minutes, which can be utilized to generate the charging/discharging instructions of the BESS for enhancing performances on mitigating the fluctuations. With the help of the BOSOM, the energy of the fluctuating component extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF decreases from 149.303 MWh to 57.35 MWh on the dispatching day. That is to say, 61.6 percent of the energy of the fluctuating component has been mitigated by the BESS, i.e., the value of index PMFE is 61.6% on the dispatching day.
For comparisons, the charging/discharging instructions of the BESS are assumed to be generated without adopting the operation schedule optimized by the BOSOM. Under this assumption, the BESS charging/discharging instruction at minute t can be generated as
where, P c,t is a continuous component at minute t extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF. The BESS VOLUME 7, 2019 is only controlled to compensate the fluctuating component at present minute as far as possible if the charging/discharging instruction of the BESS is generated according to (22) . Under this assumption, the energy of the fluctuating component extracted from the output power of the BESS-integrated WF increases from 57.35 MWh to 72.60 MWh, i.e., the index PMFE deteriorates from 61.6% to 51.3% correspondingly.
For the BESS-integrated WF, probabilities of the events that the amplitude of the fluctuating component exceeds a series of thresholds on the dispatching day (i.e., the values of index PFET with these thresholds on the dispatching day) with and without adopting the BOSOM are respectively illustrated in Fig. 8 in different colors . The values of index PFET with different thresholds before the BESS is integrated into the case WF are also illustrated in the same figure with dotted line. Fig. 8 depicts that the index PFET of the BESS-integrated WF has an advantage over that of the case WF in all thresholds no matter the BOSOM is utilized to generate the charging/discharging instructions of the BESS or not. In addition, the index PFET becomes better on the whole if the charging/discharging instructions of the BESS are generated according to the operation schedule of the BESS optimized by the BOSOM. If the BOSOM is solved at minute t-1, it optimizes the operation schedule of the BESS to minimize the energy of the fluctuating component from minutes t to t+M-1 rather than only minimize the fluctuating power at present minute. In contrast, the object is just to minimize fluctuating power at present minute if the charging/discharging instructions are generated directly according to (22) . Therefore, adoptions of the operation schedule of the BESS optimized by BOSOM to generate charging/discharging instructions conversely make the index PFET worse slightly when the threshold becomes larger, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . As mentioned above, the BESS can enhance performance on mitigating the wind power fluctuations not only from the aspect of fluctuating energy but also from the aspect of fluctuating power amplitudes if it operates according to the solution developed in this paper.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF OPERATION STRATEGY DESIGNED FOR TWO PARTS OF THE BESS
In the case study, parameter M is set to be 30, so the BOSOM is solved at minute 0, minute 30, minute 60, . . . , and minute 1410 respectively to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS for next 30 minutes, which is utilized to generate power instructions of the BESS. Two parts of the BESS are controlled at opposite charging/discharging states and implement the charging and discharging instructions respectively. To show the operation strategy of the BESS intuitively, we present the SOC of BESSs I and II during the first 4 hours on the dispatching day in Fig. 9 . Two curves illustrated in Fig. 9 are generated according to certain simulation in the SMCS. The initial states of BESSs I and II are respectively charging and discharging state, and initial SOC of them are respectively equal to minimum and maximum values of SOC (i.e., 0.2 and 0.8). 9 depicts that if one part of the BESS implements charging/discharging instructions, another part of the BESS is idle and its SOC remains unchanged. For example, the PCS of the BESS gives a discharging instruction from minute 96 to minute 174, during this period, BESS II being in discharging state responds it and discharges to the grid, while BESS I is idle because it is in charging state. In operations, charging/discharging states of two parts of the BESS switch simultaneously, if and only if any part of the BESS is fully charged/discharged. It can therefore be concluded that during every 30 minutes starting respectively from minute 0, minute 30, minute 60, . . . , and minute 1410, charging/discharging state of each part of the BESS remains unchanged unless any part of the BESS is fully charged/discharged during this period. At minute 214, BESS I is fully charged and changes to discharging state, meanwhile BESS II changes from discharging state to charging sate simultaneously in spite of the fact that BESS II does not discharge fully yet. That is to say, charging/discharging state of each part of the BESS changes during the period from minute 210 to minute 240. After minute 214, if the PCS of the BESS gives a discharging instruction, BESS I responds it and discharges to the grid, while BESS II is idle because it has changed to charging state. From Fig. 9 , it can also be found that there is not direct energy exchange between two parts of the BESS. If one part of the BESS discharges to the grid or absorbs energy from the grid, another part of the BESS is always idle.
If the BESS operates as the strategy proposed in this paper, there is a hope of reducing switches of the BESS between charging and discharging state and consequently reducing the operation cost of the BESS. The numbers of charge-discharge cycles two parts of the BESS undertaken on the dispatching day are both 2.14 if the BESS operates as the strategy designed in this paper. Under the circumstances, the operation cost of the BESS is estimated to be 107, 000, i.e., the value of index EOCB is 107, 000. For comparison, it is assumed that the BESS is not divided into two parts and implements the charging and discharging instructions as a whole. If the rated charging/discharging power of the BESS remains unchanged, only one part of the BESS (i.e., BESS I or BESS II) is required to mitigate the wind power fluctuations at any time. It can be concluded that the capacity requirement of the BESS reduces from 200 MWh to 100 MWh under this assumption. However, the number of charge-discharge cycles the BESS undertaken on the dispatching day increases remarkably from 2.14 to 15.83. Accordingly, the operation cost of the BESS increases from 107, 000 to 395, 750, i.e., the index EOCB increases from 107, 000 to 395, 750. From the comparison described above, it can be concluded that the operation strategy designed for the BESS is effective because it can reduce switches of the BESS between charging and discharging state significantly and consequently reduce the operation cost of the BESS.
D. IMPACTS OF PREDICTIVE PRECISION OF WIND POWER ON MITIGATING THE FLUCTUATIONS
Short-term predicted wind power provides necessary data for the optimization of the BESS operation schedule. This schedule is utilized to generate charging/discharging instructions of the BESS, so random forecast errors on wind power probably have an impact on mitigating the fluctuations. If the standard deviation of the normal distribution describing random character of the wind power increases from 2 percent to 5 percent of the forecasted wind power, the energy of the fluctuating component increases from 57.35 MWh to 63.66 MWh on the dispatching day, i.e., the index PMFE deteriorates from 61.6% to 57.4%. In contrast, the energy of the fluctuating component decreases from 57.35 MWh to 54.26 MWh on the dispatching day (i.e., the index PMFE increases from 61.6% to 63.7%), if wind power can be predicted without errors.
Probabilities of the events that the amplitude of the fluctuating component exceeds a series of thresholds on the dispatching day (i.e., the values of index PFET with these thresholds on the dispatching day) in different predictive precision of wind power are respectively illustrated in Fig. 10 in different colors. Fig. 10 depicts that predictive precision of wind power has a significant impact on the index PFET. When the fluctuating power threshold is small, the index PFET deteriorates dramatically if predictive precision of wind power gets worse. If the fluctuating component is large enough, the BESS cannot mitigate it entirely because of capacity limitation even if the wind power can be predicted without errors. And therefore, when the threshold is large, the index PFET only changes slightly with predictive precision of wind power, as illustrated in Fig. 10 .
In summary, performances on mitigating the fluctuations can be enhanced further if more accurate short-term wind power predicting results are available. Under this condition, to improve wind power prediction technology is appealing when we desire to mitigate the wind power fluctuations by the BESS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the solution that can mitigate the fluctuations with a better performance and a less operation cost than existing solutions is investigated. The indices PMFE and PFET are designed to quantify performances on mitigating the fluctuations from two different aspects. In addition, the index EOCB is designed to evaluate the operation cost of the BESS consumed for mitigating the fluctuations. These indices can be calculated according to the simulation results provided by SMCS. A case study on a real WF validates the solution which mitigates the wind power fluctuations. Two main original contributions of this paper are summarized as follows,
1. The BOSOM is presented in this paper, which can be solved by commercial software in a rolling way to optimize the operation schedule of the BESS. If the charging/discharging instructions of the BESS are generated according to the schedule optimized by BOSOM, the performances on mitigating the wind power fluctuations can be enhanced significantly.
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